Heterogeneous Robotic Teams for Exploration of Steep Crater Environments
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Abstract—This paper describes three projects that are concerned with the exploration of the interior of steep craters, with special focus on exploring lunar craters with heterogeneous robotic teams. Within the project LUNARES (Lunar Exploration System), a terrestrial demonstrator for a lunar sample return mission has been created. The task of fetching a soil sample from within a permanently shadowed lunar crater had to be accomplished by a heterogeneous team of robots consisting of a wheeled rover and a legged scout. By means of different locomotion principles, the unique skills of these systems have been combined in order to increase the overall performance in the team. The follow-up project RIMRES (Reconfigurable Integrated Multi-Robot Exploration System) develops a rover and a six legged scout in a co-design process. The key idea remains: Robots with different locomotion capabilities cooperate as a team, in order to explore permanently shaded craters at the lunar poles. The third project, SpaceClimber, focuses on developing a six-legged free-climbing robot for crater environments. The SpaceClimber robot is likely to be used as antetype for the scout system in RIMRES. For more detailed information on the projects, references are provided.

I. INTRODUCTION

Space exploration is currently dominated by exercising robots for fulfilling the scientific goals, since robots provide a better cost-efficiency for exploration along with lower risks for humans [1]. Robotic probes have already been sent to extraterrestrial missions, Mars and Moon being the most prominent. Recently, Moon came into focus of scientific interest since the detection of possibly vast amounts of water ice at both lunar poles [2].

There are various approaches for lunar robotic technology of the next generation, including single robot systems like ATHLETE [3] and Scarab [4]. Multi robot systems are also under consideration, e.g. TRESSA [5] and the Robotic Contraction Crew (RCC) [6].

This paper presents the approach of a heterogeneous robotic team used for crater exploration at the lunar poles. The recently finished project LUNARES served the main purpose of demonstrating the general feasibility of the heterogeneous robotic team. This project is presented in the following section. Section III introduces the recently started project RIMRES and its current state of work. In this project a modular, heterogeneous multi-robot system is developed to provide high mobility on planetary surfaces. Section IV gives an overview of the SpaceClimber-project, developing a six-legged robot that is currently being developed for exploration of steep crater environments. In Section V this paper is concluded and an outlook on the next activities is given.

II. LUNARES

The recently finished project LUNARES [7] had the aim to combine existing robots in order to build up a heterogeneous robotic team for a terrestrial demonstration mission. The goal of the demonstrations was to show the general feasibility of the chosen approach. Space qualification of the single systems was of no concern in this project. The following chapters only give an overview on the systems and the chosen demonstration mission. For more details and experimental results, the reader is asked to follow the given references.

A. Systems

The LUNARES-team (Fig. 1) consists of two mobile units: (1) a wheeled rover for energy efficient locomotion in moderate terrains, and (2) a legged scout robot – the Scorpion robot [8] – is employed to fulfill the task of climbing into an otherwise inaccessible area, more specifically the interior of a steep crater. Furthermore, the team provides a manipulator...
and a sensor tower on a landing platform, which itself is a wooden mock-up in the case of the LUNARES-project.

Existing robots were used, but modified to meet the requirements of the project. As wheeled rover system an industrial transportation platform has been used and modified by adding a sensor tower (providing a stereo video camera, a laser scanner and illumination), exchange of the pneumatic tires with metallic wheels and addition of a docking adapter for picking up the scout.

For usage of the Scorpion robot as LUNARES-scout, the microkernel MONSTER [9] has been employed for locomotion control of the scout. Beside real-time capabilities and reflexes, the micro-kernel also offers an inverse kinematics layer which is used to describe the scout’s rhythmic movement patterns in Cartesian coordinates. MONSTER allows for merging different behaviors, so that changing postures (i.e. lean forward, change roll-angle etc.) do not affect the walking pattern.

Additionally, one leg of the scout has been equipped with a sampling device for picking up a geological sample. To be able to identify the relative position of the sample with respect to the robot, a laser scanner and a mikro-PC system have been added to the Scorpion robot.

The feasibility of this approach with a wheeled and a legged robot acting as a team for lunar crater exploration has been tested and successfully demonstrated in an artificial lunar crater environment. The crater design is derived from pictures of Apollo missions and data from real craters at the lunar south pole. The artificial crater provides slopes between 30° and 45° within the crater and a slope of 15° at the outer rim. The crater has been set up in a laboratory of 45 m². Fig. 2(a) shows a CAD model of the artificial lunar crater environment with a grandstand for observing the experiments. In Fig. 2(b) a panoramic view into the main slope of the crater is given. To document experiments conducted in the environment, several surveillance tools have been installed: (1) a motion tracking system, (2) pan-tilt-zoom cameras and (3) a gantry crane that follows autonomously the system under test in order to give a constant top view video image and to provide the possibility for gravity compensation with counterweights. In [10] more detailed information is presented on automatic experimental data acquisition in the test environment.

B. Demonstration Scenario

In the demonstration scenario, a lunar sample return mission has been simulated using the heterogeneous systems of the LUNARES team in the artificial crater environment. The mission steps are presented in detail in the following paragraphs.

1) Autonomous Docking of Rover and Lander: At the start of the demonstration mission, the rover is situated in the vicinity of the lander, Fig. 3(a). In order to be able to equip the rover with a new payload (P/L), the rover has to be positioned in the workspace of the lander’s manipulator. This is achieved by an autonomous docking, which makes use of the lander’s laser scanner. The payloads used in the demonstration scenario are mock-ups representing scientific instruments of a real mission. By equipping the rover with different payloads, it is possible to configure the system for the current mission at hand. The docking approach and experimental results are described in detail in [11].

2) Payload Exchange on the Rover: After reaching the workspace of the lander’s manipulator, the rover is equipped with a payload – Fig. 3(b). The P/L is picked from the lander and placed into a designated payload bay of the rover.

3) Movement of Rover and Scout to the Crater Rim: After finishing the task of reconfiguration, the manipulator arm is retracted, Fig. 3(c). Rover and docked scout then drive towards the crater rim. This demonstrates the ability of the wheeled system to move in an energy-efficient way in moderate terrain. Generally the rover should negotiate longer distances. However, due to space constraints in the Space-TestBed, the distance covered by the rover is limited to a
Fig. 3. Scenes from the LUNARES sample return demonstration mission. The mission provides autonomous behaviors as well as remotely controlled sequences. Especially positioning of the robots for docking, sampling and manipulation is achieved by autonomous approaches in order to enhance the performance of the systems.

4) Undocking of Scout and Rover: Once the team consisting of rover and scout arrives at the crater rim, the scout undocks from the rover. Therefore the docking adapter mounted on the back of the rover is used. The parallel crank lever facilitates the scout’s deployment onto the surface as depicted in Fig. 3(e). By adjusting the posture of the scout, it leaves the hook of the docking adapter, Fig. 3(f).

5) Scout Descends into Crater: After the detaching from the rover, the scout heads for the crater rim and enters the dark interior of the crater, Fig. 3(g). On the way to the bottom of the crater, small impact craters and rocks buried into the regolith have to be overcome or circumnavigated in the slope. In the LUNARES mission the movements of the scout in the crater slope are remotely controlled by an operator, using the camera which is mounted on top of the scout, deeply buried rocks are simulated with rocks fixed to the surface – Fig. 2(b).

6) Sample Collection at Crater Bottom: Figure 3(h) depicts the arrival of the scout at the crater bottom. The normally dark environment is lighted up for better visibility on the picture. A scientific operator chooses a geological sample using the video image provided by the scout. In an autonomous approach behavior, the scout positions itself in front of the selected sample. When this coarse positioning is done, a fine detection of the sample’s coordinates is executed. By using its laser scanner the scout generates a 2.5D-height map of its direct vicinity. The coordinates of the sample are extracted from the 2.5D-height map, to position the scout’s leg on the sample of interest. After grabbing the sample with the integrated manipulator, the sample is placed in the sample container on the back of the scout, Fig. 3(i). More information on the sample approach and sample pick up is provided in [12].

7) Scout Climbs Back up the Crater: When the sample has successfully been collected and stored in the sample container, the scout starts to climb the crater slope and back towards the rover. The scout climbs freely in the crater slope as depicted in Fig. 3(j). No tethering system is applied. However, due to calculation power the locomotion in the slope remains remotely controlled.

8) CooperativeDocking of Rover and Scout: After arrival at the rover, the scout turns its back to the rover as depicted in Fig. 3(k) to prepare for the autonomous docking procedure. For this procedure, the rover detects specific optical markers on the scout and commands the scout into a predefined docking pose. The docking procedure of rover and scout as well as experimental results are described in detail in [11].
Fig. 4. Illustration of the envisioned RIMRES system. A: Landing unit with radio module and free module slots; B: Rover with radio module and additional battery module deploys radio beacon; C: Rover with additional battery and radio module makes use of a sampling module; D: Operating radio module stack; E: Connected rover and scout on their way to a crater for exploration.

9) Return of Rover and Scout to Landing Unit: Similar to the initial procedure, rover and scout collectively drive back to the landing unit using the autonomous docking procedure between rover and lander. The docking process ends, when the rover and thus the scout’s sample container are within the workspace of the lander’s manipulator arm.

10) Transfer of Sample Container to Landing Unit: The last step of the LUNARES demonstration mission consists of unloading the sample container from the docked scout, as depicted in Fig. 3(l). The sample is then transferred onto the landing unit. This process is performed autonomously, a visual servoing approach allows to determine the exact position of the sample container with respect to the manipulator.

C. Conclusions

The project LUNARES dealt with the topic of using a heterogeneous team of robots to cope with the task of fetching a soil sample from within a permanently shadowed crater at the lunar south pole. The system that has been build up consists of previously existing robots, that were modified to achieve the given task. LUNARES showed, that even with existing robots, the chosen approach in principle is feasible [12]. Only minor modifications were needed to achieve the task with not specifically designed robots. The experiences made in the LUNARES project can directly be exploited for projects such as SpaceClimber and RIMRES, being described in the subsequent chapters.

III. RIMRES

RIMRES [13] picks up the ideas of LUNARES and additionally addresses the modularity of the systems. The purely mechanical connection of rover and scout in LUNARES is extended by introducing a mechatronic interface, providing a mechanical connection as well as data and energy connections. Utilizing the interface, two robots can closely connect and act as one single robotic system, as well as two independent systems when needed. Figure 4 illustrates an envisioned scenario for the RIMRES system.

A. Systems

As opposed to LUNARES, in RIMRES the new mobile units are meant specifically for the purpose of forming a tightly coupled team. Thus this requirement is considered in the design phase already. Parts of the systems can be switched off during connection to save energy, i.e. the legs of the scout and parts of its sensors not needed when coupled with the rover can be shut down.

Because of the tight coupling of rover and scout via the mechatronic interface (data, electrical and mechanical energy connection), there are multiple ways to enhance the redundancy. In case of rover sensor faults, the scout could take over control of the rovers actuators and navigate the rover/scout team using its own sensors. Alternatively, the rover could directly control the scout’s legs while both robots are coupled, allowing the rover to make use of the sampling device in the scout’s legs. Figure 5 on the next page shows an artist drawing of the RIMRES system: A rover with connected scout is visible in the foreground. The rover is about to set out a module stack, while the connected scout analyzes a small rock with its front legs. A second scout climbs a slope in the background.

The following paragraphs give an overview of the planned design of the systems. A wheeled rover, a legged scout and additional payload modules representing scientific and functional modules will be implemented.

1) Rover: For RIMRES, a rover is designed from scratch. This rover will feature four wheels each one suspended by an actuated parallel kinematic. These "legs" of the rover can be actuated with four degrees of freedom (DOF), allowing an adaption to slopes and providing the ability to actively lift a leg from a stuck situation. Additionally, big obstacles can be overcome. By using spindle drives, the actuators of the rover do not require energy for keeping the rover’s body height.

The wheels of the rover will be equipped with sophisticated adaptronics. Thus the wheels can adapt their stiffness to changing ground properties as well as to changing mass of the rover. For example the rover’s mass is changed by docking and undocking of the scout, whose mass will be
around 20 kg.

On top of the rover there will be four payload-bays implemented, each providing a mechatronic interface for placement of the immobile payload-modules. To be able to handle the modules, a robotic arm is implemented in the center of the robot. The scout system will be situated beneath the rover, coupled with the rover via the mechatronic interface. The placement of the scout will be designed in a way, that the scout is still able to use its front pair of legs as manipulators/sampling device.

2) Scout: The scout design will follow the design of the SpaceClimber, a six legged robot currently under development, see also Section IV. To allow for coupling with the rover, a mechatronic interface will be implemented on the back of the scout.

The main task of the scout is to access areas that are not reachable by the wheeled system. This includes steep craters as well as elevated planes. In general the scout can use its front legs as sensing devices, for example by implementing the external optical head of a combined Raman-LIBS (Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy) spectrometer. The laser source and electronics for analysis could be placed in the scouts body. However, in RIMRES this analysis tool will be represented by a sampling device similar to that one implemented on the Scorpion robot [7].

3) Additional Modules: Along with two mobile units, the RIMRES system provides immobile payload modules that can be attached to the rover as well as to the scout. The modules can be stacked using the mechatronic interface and deployed by the rover. This way, more complex scientific packages consisting of different modules may be set up in order to be deployed on the lunar surface.

A battery module is planned to represent an energy harvesting module (solar-module) for the immobile payload stacks and to enable longer operations in shaded regions for the mobile units. A radio module will be implemented, featuring data relay as well as navigation functionalities. The REIPOS (Relative Interferometric Position Sensor) will be able to detect the direction and distance of other REIPOS-Modules, thus building a rudimentary navigation infrastructure. Camera modules will represent scientific payloads to be placed on the lunar surface, for example seismic experiments. The PLUTO Mole [14] that flew with Beagle-2 in the Mars Express mission, will be incorporated in a module frame in order to demonstrate the modular approach of scientific payload design.

B. System Control

As described above, the RIMRES-System consists of different mobile and immobile subsystems, constituting a reconfigurable, modular overall system. To be able to control the system, a representation of the current system configuration has to be mapped in the software. A new module in a module network has to be made known and propagate its functionalities to the existing system of modules. A "new" module can enter or leave a system of modules by

- reaching or leaving the range of the radio signal

The software framework will support communication between two modules providing the possibility of using individual modules as relay station, remote software updates, control of modules by other modules, search for modules with specific functionalities and other control options. The communication of modules can be divided into remote communication (of modules that are not connected via the mechatronic interface) and direct communication via the mechatronic interface.

The control system incorporates human interaction and support as well as autonomous behaviors of the systems. The concept provides a continuum of autonomy levels, ranging from full autonomy to direct (tele operated) control. There are three main events, that induce the change of autonomy level:

- Human initiated autonomy switch (the operator demands for control)
- Planned autonomy change (the mission time line provides a change of the autonomy level)
- Robot initiated autonomy change (the robot recognizes, that it cannot fulfill its task under the given circumstances)

Especially the robot initiated autonomy switch requires research on the self-assessment of the robot. The concept and first results of the pursued sliding autonomy approach are described in more detail in [15].

IV. SPACECLIMBER

The goal of the SpaceClimber project is the development of a biologically inspired, energy-efficient, free-climbing robot for steep slopes. SpaceClimber should prove that walking robotic systems present an option for future missions on difficult terrain, in particular missions in craters or rock fissures. The robotic system that is developed should be able to conquer irregular slopes of up to 80% and should be in
up to evaluate the locomotion on flat ground and walking on
fitness function for minimizing energy consumption was set
determined with evolutionary strategies. In simulation a
the lower leg, Fig. 6. The morphology of the robot has
sensors [16].

a position to navigate with local autonomy using built-in sensors.

SpaceClimber is a six-legged walking robot with four active DOF per leg plus an additional passive DOF in the lower leg. Fig. 6. The morphology of the robot has been determined with evolutionary strategies. In simulation a fitness function for minimizing energy consumption was set up to evaluate the locomotion on flat ground and walking on slope of $30^\circ$ up and down, respectively. For the evolution, certain constraints were defined: (1) The system should have six legs, (2) each leg consists of four joints in a given orientation with respect to the body and (3) the six legs are mounted in three pairs of two symmetrical legs. The parameters that were influenced by the evolutionary process were (1) the length of the last link and the lower leg (the first three joints are connected to form a shoulder joint), (2) the horizontal position of a leg-pair, (3) the vertical position of a leg-pair, and (4) the width of a pair of legs. Simultaneously with the morphology, walking patterns were learned to optimize the locomotion in both, flat ground as well as slopes. More details on the evolutionary design of the robot are given in [17].

The actuators for the joints of the robot provide a BLDC motor with a harmonic drive gear. The actuator modules furthermore provide electronics containing power electronics, electronics for sensor data acquisition as well as an FPGA for implementation of control algorithms, logging capabilities and communication with other actuators and the central processing unit. The power consumption of the joints is 30 W, 18 W and 13 W while exerting 23 Nm, 16 Nm and 12 Nm at 3 rpm respectively [18].

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we reviewed the LUNARES project and the achievements of this first approach of a heterogeneous team of robots for space application. In LUNARES an artificial lunar crater environment has been set up to test the feasibility of the chosen approach. A wheeled rover is used to overcome moderate terrain and slopes in an energy efficient way. A legged scout, equipped with sampling/sensing devices, is used to advance into the permanently shaded regions of a lunar crater. In these regions a sample is taken or in situ measurements with integrated sensor equipment are undergone.

The RIMRES project picks up the idea of heterogeneous robots acting as a team for crater exploration. In RIMRES, a new rover and a scout are developed, these systems are able to connect to each other and further immobile payload-modules via a mechatronic interface. The autonomy of the systems will be addressed in a sliding autonomy framework, providing autonomy continuously ranging from remote control to full autonomy. The SpaceClimber robot in a modified version will serve as scout system in the RIMRES scenario.

The next steps in the project RIMRES are to finish the concept phase and finalize the design of rover, mechatronic interface and system control. The modifications of SpaceClimber to suit the needs of the RIMRES scout will be of interest in the near future.
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